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Abstract—Throughout the last few decades, researchers and practitioners are showing more and more interest in using formal methods in order to predict and prevent software failures in robotic and autonomous systems. However, the applicability of formal methods to such systems is limited due to several factors. For instance, robotic applications are often non-formal which makes their formalization hard and error prone, and their translation into formal models ad-hoc and non-automatic. Furthermore, the complexity and size of robotic applications lead most often to scalability issues with exhaustive techniques such as model checking. In this paper, we investigate the use of runtime verification as an alternative to model checking for the rigorous verification of large robotic systems. To do so, we first develop a sound and automatic translation from the robotic framework Gazebo [26]. Then, we apply the translation to a real-world case study the formal models of which do not scale with model checking, and use the BIP Engine to execute the generated BIP model, verify properties online, and adequately react to their possible violation. The experiments are carried out on a real Robotnik robot and show the efficiency of our approach in verifying timed properties, that is when the amount of time separating events is important.

I. INTRODUCTION

a) Formal Methods and Robotics: Robotic software is systematically tested, both on the field and via simulators (e.g. Gazebo [26]). Such tests often fail, however, to rise to the level of guarantees required to safely deploy robotic systems in costly missions (e.g. space exploration) and applications involving direct contact with humans (e.g. home assistants). The authors of [27], for instance, report on a software bug that, while never occurred during thousands of hours of simulations and over 450km of field tests, disqualified the autonomous vehicle Alice from the 2007 Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) urban challenge.

Formal methods are seemingly a promising alternative. However, in order to propose robust solutions based on such methods, one needs first to face the disparate nature of modern robotic software. Indeed, the latter, characterized by some level of autonomy, is classically component based, with components belonging to either the decisional (high-level) layer, in charge of deliberative functions (e.g. planning and learning [21], [22]) or the functional (low-level) layer, directly in charge of sensors and actuators [37]. The level of integration of formal methods in robotic software differs according to these two layers (a detailed overview is given in [15 Sect. 1]). On the one hand, formal verification is common at the decisional layer, where most models (with the notable exception of learning models) have formal, unambiguous semantics. On the other hand, bridging functional components with formal methods is particularly hard as such components are classically developed and deployed via non-formal frameworks (e.g. ROS [36]). Furthermore, the simplest robotic applications today involve several functional components that use complex interaction mechanisms and are subject to various timing constraints, which leads to scalability issues with exhaustive techniques like model checking. Non-exhaustive techniques, such as Statistical Model Checking (SMC) and Runtime Verification (RV), are promising scalable alternatives, but their use in robotics is still limited. For instance, most of the works on RV in robotics (i) mix formal monitors with non-formal robotic specifications, which makes it hard to trust the overall execution, and/or (ii) do not consider timed properties, where the time separating events is crucially important (Sect. V).

b) Contributions: In this paper, we focus on the functional layer and propose a rigorous solution to the above issues. Firstly, we develop a translation from the robotic framework GazeboM3 to the real-time formal language BIP, that is (i) sound: formal models are faithful to their underlying robotic specifications and (ii) automatic: the BIP model of any GazeboM3 specification may be generated automatically. Secondly, we generate the BIP model of a real case study that does not scale with offline model checking. The generated BIP model, augmented with a timed-property monitor, is executed using the BIP Engine. Such execution allows to (i) verify the timed property at runtime and (ii) efficiently react to its failure.

c) Outline: The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II we present the formal language BIP, the robotic framework GazeboM3 and the case study. Afterwards, Sect. III shows how we soundly and automatically translate any GazeboM3 specification into a BIP model. We then apply our translation to the case study and show how we use our approach to verify and react to the possible violation of a crucial timed property on the real Robotnik platform (Sect. IV). Finally, we explore the related work in Sect. V and conclude with possible future work (Sect. VI).

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. BIP

In this paper, we use RT-BIP [4] (the Real-Time version of BIP [6]) and refer to it simply as BIP. BIP is a component-based language for modeling, executing and analyzing real-time systems. A system is represented by a set of connectors which define interactions. Conflicts between interactions may be resolved using priorities. Complex systems can be built using compound components, which encapsulate sub-systems made of components constrained with interactions and priorities. The underlying formalism of BIP is Timed Automata [5] extended with Data and Urgencies [8], which we refer to as DUTA.
Atom components are the simplest type of components, i.e., with no hierarchies. An atom component is a DUTA: it is a timed automaton that may (i) operate on a set of local data variables and (ii) have eager edges, denoted $\zeta$ (see below). Ports, which label edges, may be exported to interact with other components and are thus the building blocks of connectors, the only means of communication between components (shared variables are not allowed). Connectors may be rendezvous (strong synchronizations) or broadcasts (weak synchronizations) that can both be multiparty (involve any number of ports). Each connector defines a set of possible interactions. An interaction involving at least one $\zeta$ edge is urgent and must thus be taken (or disabled by taking a concurrent interaction in the system) as soon as enabled.

In the remainder of this paper, graphical representations of BIP models are provided for illustration purposes (BIP does not provide a graphical interface). In such representations, atom components are DUTA (initial locations recognized through sourceless incoming edges, locations names and invariants in purple, guards in green, operations (updates) in blue, and notations are generic e.g. $=$ for equality and $\cdot$ for assignment).

Example: Fig. 1 shows a simple example of three BIP atom components interacting through connectors with priority rules. Edges are labeled with ports (e.g. the edge from location idle to location busy in component $A$ is labeled with the port start), that may be exported (e.g. the port sync of component $B1$ is exported for strong synchronization, denoted by the little red circle), or not (e.g. port restart of component $A$). Exported ports build connectors (e.g. $s1$ is a rendezvous connector that involves the ports sync1 of $A$ and sync of $B1$). The priority $pr$ denotes that the interactions through $s1$ have a higher priority than those possible through $s2$.

In the textual specification, we first define the types of ports and connectors (listing 1). Here, ports are basic without parameters (line 2). The define keyword is used to specify the possible interactions through the connector (broadcast or rendezvous, line 5). If $c\_sync2$ was a broadcast connector type, $p'$ would be the way to define $p$ as the sender.

Then, the atom types are defined. We show only the atom type $a$ for component $A$, in listing 2. The keyword provided (e.g. line 19) is for guards and do (e.g. line 20) for operations (in a C-like notation). Line 11 specifies the initial location idle (together with this statement, initialization of local variables may be performed, example in Sect. III-B2). After specifying the edges, invariants are defined (lines 34-35).

Listing 1: Ports/Connectors types for the BIP example in Fig. 1

```
1 /* port types */
2 port type Basic()
3 /* connector types */
4 connector type c\_sync (Basic p, Basic q)
5 define p q
6 end
7 connector type c\_sync2 (Basic p, Basic q, Basic r)
8 define p q r
9 end
```

Listing 2: Atom type $a$ for component $A$ in Fig. 1

```
1 /* atom types */
2 atom type a()
3 /* compound definition */
4 compound type example()
5 component a A()
6 component b B1(), B2()
7 /* connectors */
8 connector c\_sync s1(A1.sync1, B1.sync)
9 connector c\_sync2 begin(A1.start, B1.start, B2.start)
10 /* priorities */
11 priority pr s1:s2:
```

Listing 3: Building the compound of the example in Fig. 1

```
1 20 do {x= 0;}
22 on sync2
23 from busy to skip
24 provided (x>1)
25 do {x= 0;}
27 on restart
28 from skip to idle
30 on sync2
31 from finish to idle
32 provided (x>0)
34 invariant inv1 at busy
35 invariant inv2 at finish
36 end
```

Finally, in listing 3 we build the compound component (line 2) by instantiating the atom components (lines 3-4) and the connectors (lines 6 to 8) and defining the priority $pr$ (line 10). The "$*$" after the names of connectors $s1$ and $s2$ (line 10) denotes all the possible interactions. Thus, $pr$ states that any possible interaction through $s1$ has a higher priority than any possible interaction through $s2$.

As stated in the beginning of this section, priorities and interactions restrict the possible behaviors of components. In this example, for instance, there is no reachable global state where the current location of $A$ is busy and that of $B1$ (or $B2$) is idle (because of the sole interaction forced by the connector $\begin{align} \text{begin}\end{align}$). Similarly, location skip of $A$ is unreachable (because of the application of priority $pr$).

1) The BIP Engine: The back-end compiler of BIP generates source code in C++ for execution purposes. The BIP Engine ensures a correct execution of the generated source code following the semantics of BIP. Furthermore, concrete C/C++
code can be executed together with interactions by using the same keyword do on edges or connectors (examples in Sect. III-B4). Therefore, the BIP Engine is a faithful, formally founded executor of BIP models, possibly enriched with C or C++ code. In addition, one may, using the Engine (i) monitor the execution online with regard to e.g. timing constraints and (ii) react to the violation of such constraints at runtime.

B. Gm%M3

Gm%M3 [31] is a framework for specifying and implementing robotic functional components. A component is typically assigned one functionality e.g. processing a sensor data or computing an actuator command. A Gm%M3 component is organized as shown in Fig. 2. Activities, executed following requests from external clients, implement the core algorithms of the component. Two types of tasks are therefore provided: (i) a control task to process requests, validate the requested activity (if the processing returns no errors) and report to the clients and (ii) execution tasks to execute activities. Tasks (resp. components) share data in the Internal Data Structure IDS (resp. ports). For the sake of simplicity, we omit in this paper control services and aperiodic execution tasks (for more details, we provide complete semantics in [20, 18]).

1 activity Measure()
2 {
3 doc "Read a measure and publish in the <<IMU>> port."
4 codel <start> MsStart(port out IMU) yield get, ether wcet 1ms;
5 codel <get> Getimu(pout imu_driver, out imu, out timestamp) yield write_p, ether wcet 2ms;
6 codel <write_p> WritePort(in imu, port out IMU) yield
pause::get, ether wcet 1.5ms;
7 codel <stop> MeasureStop() yield ether wcet 2ms;
8 interrupts Measure;
9 task update;
10 };

Listing 4: Activity Measure (comp. IMUDRIVER, Fig. 3)

1) Behavior: Below is a description of a component behavior, supported with the specification of activity Measure (listing 4) of component IMUDRIVER of our case study (Sect. III-B3). A less informal explanation (using DUTA) is given in Sect. III Activities. An activity is a finite-state machine FSM executed by the execution task it specifies (e.g. line 9 specifies that Measure is executed by the task update). An activity may need to interrupt other activities before executing (e.g. line 8 specifies that activity Measure interrupts itself, that is new instances interrupt currently running ones).

An FSM defines the activity behavior through codels and transitions. Except for some restrictions (e.g. mandatory start and ether codels, see below), the programmer is free to define the FSM behavior according to their needs (the FSM shown in Fig. 2 is a “generic” example that does not impose any behavioral model). A codel is a state at which a piece of C/C++ code is executed (by abuse of terminology, we say the codel is executed). A codel specifies (i) the IDS/ports data its execution requires (e.g. codel write_p reads the IDS field imu and writes the port IMU, line 6) and (ii) the possible transitions subsequent to its execution using the keyword yield (e.g. executing codel get returns either codel write_p or codel ether, line 5). Taking a transition labeled “pause” pauses the activity until the next period of its execution task (e.g. taking pause::get pauses Measure at codel get until the next period of task update, line 6). A codel may (optionally) specify a WCET, namely its worst case execution time on a given platform (e.g. start has a WCET of 1 ms, line 4). Any activity FSM has always the codels start (entry point) and ether (end point with no successors and no code attached to it, this codel is not specified by the user). When the latter is reached, the activity is terminated. The codel stop, if exists, is executed when the activity is interrupted (e.g. line 7).

Control task. The control task processes requests (resp. sends reports) from (resp. to) clients, and manages validation and interruption of activities. If a request for activity A is processed with no errors, A is validated, and its execution task is instructed to execute it after interrupting (executing stop codels) and terminating (reaching ether codels) all the activities A needs to interrupt. Upon completion of any activity, the control task sends a report to the client that initially requested it.

Execution tasks. With each period, an execution task runs, sequentially, all the activities it is in charge of, that were previously validated by the control task. The execution of an activity ends when the latter is paused or terminated. In the former case, the activity is resumed at the next period.

IDS, ports & concurrency. Gm%M3 tasks are run as parallel threads at the OS level, with fine-grain concurrent access to IDS/ports data: a codel (in its activity, run by a task) locks only the IDS field(s) and/or port(s) required for its execution. A codel in conflict (cannot execute at the same time) with some other codel(s) because of this locking mechanism is called thread unsafe TU (thread safe TS otherwise). By default, ether codels are all thread safe (no code attached to them). Because of the concurrency over ports, codels in conflict may belong to different components (example in Sect. III-B1c).

2) Templates: Gm%M3 provides templates for automatic generation purposes. A template may access all component information (e.g. tasks periods, activities FSM) and generate text files with no restrictions (example in Sect. III-B5). For example, the “implementation” templates generate glue code for a middleware (e.g. PocoLibs [2], ROS-Comm [35]). Such templates are extended so that codels execution time, average and WCET, is reported upon completion of components execution.
3) Case study: Our case study involves a robot equipped with a Laser Range Finder LRF for laser-based potential-field navigation [23]. The \( G^\text{en-M3}\) specification includes eight components (Fig. 3). Each box corresponds to a component, and octagons are ports written by the components they are attached to and read by other components through an arrow. The components run on the real Robotnik robot and also in simulation using Gazebo. Next, we give a high-level description of components roles. \texttt{LASERDRIVER}, \texttt{GPSDRIVER}, and \texttt{IMUDRIVER} read the LRF, the Global Positioning System GPS and the Inertial Measurement Unit IMU sensors and update respectively ports \texttt{Laser}, \texttt{GPS} and \texttt{IMU}. \texttt{ROBOTDRIVER} handles the communication between ports \texttt{Odometry} and \texttt{Cmd} and the Robotnik ROS topics. \texttt{POM} reads data from ports \texttt{Odometry}, \texttt{IMU} and \texttt{GPS} to which it applies an Unscented Kalman Filter UKF to produce an estimated position in port \texttt{Pose}. NAVIGATION computes, given the current position from \texttt{Pose}, intermediate positions to reach a goal position, which it writes to port \texttt{Target}. \texttt{POTENTIALFIELD} applies the potential-field navigation algorithm (using information on the goal position (port \texttt{Target}), the current position (port \texttt{Pose}), and the obstacles (port \texttt{Laser})), and updates the robot velocity accordingly in port \texttt{PFCmd}. Finally, \texttt{SAFETYPILOT} uses the velocity (port \texttt{PFCmd}), together with the laser perception (port \texttt{Laser}), to compute through the activity \texttt{StopIfObstacle} a safe command that it writes to port \texttt{Cmd}. Component \texttt{POM}, running both its tasks at 100 Hz, has the highest frequency.

![Fig. 3: Autonomous navigation case study.](image)

III. \( G^\text{en-M3}\) to BIP

In this section, we show how \( G^\text{en-M3}\) specifications are translated into BIP in a sound and automatic manner. Firstly, we explain the need of such translation, as well as the choice of BIP as a target language (Sect. III-A). Then, we present the translation and its automatization (Sect. III-B).

A. Motivation

\( G^\text{en-M3}\) already provides automatic translations to the model checkers TINA and UPPAAL, as well as UPPAAL-SMC, the statistical extension of UPPAAL, which were used to obtain encouraging results on a couple of case studies [17], [19], [20]. However, the case study we consider in this paper (Sect. III-B3) scales neither with TINA nor with UPPAAL, and using UPPAAL-SMC leaves some confidence problems open (Sect. V). A key contribution of this paper is to use RV as an alternative to tackle such scalability issues (Sect. I). Yet, neither UPPAAL nor TINA provide an RV environment per se, able to run code on a real robotic platform. Thus, we choose the BIP language as to be able to use its powerful Engine (Sect. II-A1) for RV purposes. Additionally, instead of adding (formal) BIP monitors, of the desired properties to verify, to (non formal) \( G^\text{en-M3}\) specifications, we choose to fully translate \( G^\text{en-M3}\) specifications into BIP in a correct and automatic manner, augment them with monitors to verify the desired properties, and delegate both the execution and RV to the BIP Engine. This method (i) allows the robotic programmer to obtain formal executable models, faithful to their robotic specifications, with no effort (ii) increases our trust in the deployed models, as they are fully handled through a formal and rigorous execution Engine and (iii) reduces the resource usage as compared to methods mixing non formal specifications with formal monitors (Sect. V).

B. Translation

In [20], [18], we propose semantics for \( G^\text{en-M3}\) and a sound translation of such semantics to DUTA. In [20], we further derive DUTA implementation models, as restricted by the robotic middleware, then map them to UPPAAL to get a sound and automatic translation from \( G^\text{en-M3}\) to UPPAAL. In this paper, we use directly the DUTA implementation models (already proven faithful to their \( G^\text{en-M3}\) counterpart) and show how we map them automatically to BIP to obtain a correct and automatic translation from \( G^\text{en-M3}\) to BIP.

1) DUTA implementation: We define the DUTA implementation of a generic \( G^\text{en-M3}\) component in a top-down fashion, from the component to the activities. To simplify the presentation, the control task is not represented and a stop codel (resp. WCET \( W_c \)) is mandatorily defined for each activity (resp. each codel \( c \) excluding ether) in the specification. In the remainder of this paper (i) \( \{ \Theta \} ||_{i=1..n} P_i \) denotes the parallel composition of \( n \) DUTA over a set of shared variables \( U_s \), the initial valuations of which is given by the function \( \Theta \) and (ii) \( \mu \) is the function that returns for each TU codel \( c \) the names of all codels in conflict with \( c \).

a) Component: A component \( \texttt{Comp} \) containing \( n \) execution tasks \( T_i \) is the parallel composition \( \texttt{Comp} = \{ \Theta \} ||_{i=1..n} T_i \). The set of shared variables \( U_s \) contains one Boolean \( r_c \) for each TU codel \( c \) (in each activity in each \( T_i \) in \( \texttt{Comp} \)), initially false \( (\Theta(r_c) = \text{False}) \) for all \( r_c \in U_s \). These Booleans
allow implementing correctly the concurrency between all TU
codels in the component (see the example in Sect. II-B3).

b) Execution tasks: An execution task $T$ is the parallel com-
position $T = \{\Theta\}[\text{Tim}||M[|i \in[1..m] A_i]]$ where $\text{Tim}$ is the
timer, $M$ the task manager, and $|i \in[1..m] A_i$ the composition of
all the $m$ activities $T$ is in charge of. $U_s$ contains:

- $sig$: a Boolean (for period signal), initially False,
- $run$: an array of $m$ cells, starting at index 0. Each cell is a
  record of two fields: an activity “name” $a$ and its “status”
  $s$. The latter may be void (activity already terminated or
  not requested), busy (activity being executed nominally) or
  inter (activity being interrupted). Thus, each cell of $\text{run}$ of
  index $i$ holds the name of activity $A_i$ and its current status
  (initially void, i.e. $\forall i \in 0..m-1 : \Theta(\text{run}[i].s) = \text{void}$),
- $\Pi$: (the control passing variable with $\Theta(\Pi) = M$) is either
equal to $M$ or any activity name $A$,
- $i$: an integer (search index) in $0..m$, initially zero.

We show each of the DUTA involved in the composition. We
first give definitions/illustrations, then exemplify.
We start with the models of $\text{Tim}$ (the timer, Fig. 4) and
$\text{M}$ (the manager, Fig. 5), both generic (parameterized with
the period value $Per$). There are two functions used by $M$:
(1) $\text{update}(run)$ updates the status fields of $\text{run}$ according
to the instructions of the control task (not represented here),
(2) $\text{next}(run, i)$ browses $\text{run}$ starting from $i$, and returns
the index of the first cell satisfying $s \neq \text{void}$ ($\forall i$, i.e. $m$,
if such an element does not exist or $i = m$). For activities,
whose behavior is mostly user defined (Sect. II-B1), we give a
definition to derive the DUTA implementation from the robotic
specification. Because of mutual exclusion, the name of the
activity is added as a subscript to each of its codels names.

**Definition 1. Activity $A$.** The DUTA model of an activity $A$
is mapped from the latter’s specification as follows:

1. **Clocks $X$:** the DUTA has one clock $x \in X$.
2. **Locations $L$:** each codel $c$ is mapped to a location $c \in L$.
   A location $c_{\text{exec}} \in L$ (resp. $c_{\text{pause}} \in L$) is added for each TU
codels (resp. TS codel targeted by a pause transition) $c$. The
initial location is $\text{ether}_A$.
3. **Edges $E = E^N \cup E^A$** are either nominal or additional:
   - **Nominal edges $E^N$:** each non-pause transition from $c$ to
     $c'$ in the specification is mapped to an edge $c \rightarrow c'$ (resp.
     $c_{\text{exec}} \rightarrow c'$ in $E^N$ if codel $c$ is TS (resp. $TU$).
     Each pause transition from $c$ to $c'$ in the specification is mapped to
     a pause edge $c \rightarrow c'$ (resp. $c_{\text{exec}} \rightarrow c'$ in $E^N$ if codel $c$ is
     TS (resp. TU)) where $c'' = c'$ (resp. $c'' = c_{\text{pause}}'$) if codel
     $c'$ is TS (resp. TU). There are three disjoint sets in $E^N$:
     $E^N = E^P \cup E^T \cup E^X$. $E^P$ is the set of pause edges, $E^T$
     the set of termination edges of the form $\rightarrow \text{ether}_A$ and $E^X$
     the set of the remaining (execution) edges.
   - **Additional edges $E^A = E^S \cup E^I \cup E^M \cup E^R$** where $E^S$
     contains the starting edge $\text{ether}_A \rightarrow \text{start}_A$, $E^I$
     the interception edges from $\text{ether}_A$ and a location targeted by
     a pause edge (in $E^S$) to $\text{stop}_A$, and $E^M$ the mutual exclusion
     edges $c \rightarrow c_{\text{exec}}$ (resp. $E^R$ the resume edges
     $c_{\text{pause}} \rightarrow c$) for each pair of locations
     $(c, c_{\text{exec}})$ (resp. $(c, c_{\text{pause}})$) in
     $2^L$. All edges in $E^A$ are $\notin$.

**Guards, invariants and operations:**

1. Each location $c$ (resp. $c_{\text{exec}}$) mapping a TS (resp. TU)
codels is associated with the invariant $x \leq W_c$.
2. Each incoming (resp. outgoing) edge of a location in $L$
that is associated with an invariant is augmented with the operation
(resp. guard) $x := 0$ (resp. $x > 0$).
3. Each edge in $E^T \cup E^P$ is augmented with the operations
   $\Pi := M$, $i := \text{next}(run, i+1)$
4. Each edge in $E^S \cup E^I \cup E^R$, as well as each edge
   $c \rightarrow c_{\text{exec}}$ in $E^M$ such that $c$ is targeted by a pause edge
   (in $E^I$), is guarded with $\Pi = A$.
5. Each edge in $E^M$ is augmented with the operation
   $r_{c} := \text{true}$ (see shared variables in Sect. II-B1)
6. Finally, (i) the guard of each edge in $E^M$ is conjuncted
   with the expression $\forall c' \in \mu(c) : \neg r_{c'}$ (and (ii) $r_{c} := \text{false}$
   is added to the operations of each edge $c_{\text{exec}} \rightarrow c$.

Nominal edges map the underlying activity transitions explicitly
specified by the programmer (e.g. transitions in listing 4). In
contrast, additional edges enforce internal $\text{G}^{\text{mem}}$ actions
given by its semantics: starting ($E^S$), concurrency ($E^M$),
resuming after a pause at a TS codel ($E^I$), as well as
interruptions ($E^I$). The set $E^R$ relates to TS codels only (it
is empty if there is no TS codel targeted by a pause transition.
in the specification). Indeed, a TU codel c is already mapped into two locations c (invariant free) and \(c_{\text{exec}}\), connected with an edge \(c \rightarrow c_{\text{exec}}\) in \(E^M\), guarded with resource availability (rules (2), (3), and (9)). Thus, if codel c is targeted by a pause transition in the specification, resuming after a pause will correspond to taking \(c \rightarrow c_{\text{exec}}\) in \(E^M\). This explains why edges \(c \rightarrow c_{\text{exec}}\) in \(E^M\) such that c is targeted by a pause edge in \(E^P\) need the clause \(II = A\) in their guards (rule (7)). If c is a TS codel targeted by a pause (e.g. codel get in activity Measure, see the latter’s DUTA in Sect. III-B1c), an invariant-free location \(c_{\text{pause}}\) is necessary (rule (2)) to wait until the control through II is back (guard on the edge \(c_{\text{pause}} \rightarrow c\) in \(E^R\), rule (7)), otherwise a timelock might occur (details in [18] and [20]). The remaining aspects of Definition 7 are best clarified via a practical example (Sect. III-B1c).

c) Example: Let us illustrate through an example how activities evolve following the DUTA implementation, and how this coincides with the behavior in Sect. II-B1. We consider again the component IMUDRIVER that has one execution task update in charge of two activities: Measure (already shown in listing 4 Sect. II-B) and Connect (listing 5). All codels are TS except for start and write_p (activity Measure) which use the port IMU concurrently with codels in component POM (Fig. 5). We apply Definition 7 to get the DUTA implementation of both activities (Fig. 6 a key is provided for readability). \(M\) and Tim of task update are retrieved from Fig. 5 and Fig. 4 respectively (by replacing Per with 10 ms, the period of task update). In the following, we explain the DUTA behavior with all references made to figures 4, 5 and 6.

```
1 activity Connect()
2 {
3   doc "Connect the serial line to the hardware device";
4   codel <start> start_device(inout imu_driver, in
5       device, in baudrate, out device_open) yield ether
6       wcet 1.5 ms;
7   codel <stop> stop_device() yield ether wcet 0.8 ms;
8   interrupts Measure, Connect;
}
```

Listing 5: Activity Connect (comp. IMUDRIVER, Fig. 3).

Let us start with the communication between \(M\) and Tim. At exactly each period (ensured by the invariant \(x \leq \text{Per}\) and the guard \(x = \text{Per}\), Tim transmits, through Boolean sig, a signal to \(M\). \(M\) has two locations: \(wait\) (to wait for the signal) and \(manage\) (to execute activities, if any). As soon as (an urgency enforced with an eager \(\xi\) edge) sig is true, \(M\) updates the activities statuses in array run according to the control task instructions (update(run)), computes the identity of the next activity to execute (next(run, i)), and transits to manage. \(M\) and the activities communicate to achieve a sequential execution within task update. If there is still at least one activity to execute in this period (\(i \neq m\), that is an activity that was validated by the control task, still did not terminate and still is not executed in this period), \(M\) gives it the control (\(II := \text{run}[i].a\) on the edge manage → manage). Such activity will then execute until it is terminated or paused, where it computes the identity of the next activity to execute and gives the control back to \(M\) (operation op). And so, \(i\) moves through run as the control switches between \(M\) and the activities to execute until all are paused or terminated (\(i = m\). \(M\) transits then back to wait and awaits the next period.

Now, if an activity has the control (through II), it is, depending on its status, either (1) executed nominally, by taking a starting edge in \(E^S\), Definition 7 (e.g. etherConnect to startConnect) or resuming after a pause (e.g. getMeasure pause to getMeasure in \(E^R\)) or (2) interrupted by taking a \(\xi\) interruption edge (in \(E^F\)) to the stop location (e.g. etherConnect to stopConnect). The execution ends with a termination (taking an edge in \(E^T\), e.g. getMeasure → etherMeasure) or a pause (taking an edge in \(E^P\), e.g. write施策Measure exec → get施策Measure pause). In the former case, the activity acknowledges the control task (not shown here) to update its status (e.g. operation ack(Measure)). Finally, each codel (except ether) location \(c_{\text{exec}}\) if c is TU) is associated with the invariant \(x \leq W_c\), and its outgoing edges are guarded with \(x > 0\) to emulate a non-zero execution time inferior to the WCET of codel c (e.g. location startConnect).

Eager edges in \(E^M\) (e.g. startMeasure → startMeasure exec) ensure through the guard \(\forall c' \in \mu(c) : r_c \text{ such that } c\) starts executing as soon as none of the codels \(c'\) in conflict with \(c\) is currently executing (at location \(c_{\text{exec}}')\). Similarly, operation \(r_c := \text{false}\) on the outgoing edges of locations \(c_{\text{exec}}\) allow codels in conflict with \(c\) to capture the end of the latter’s execution (e.g. opfe(write施策Measure)).

2) DUTA implementation to BIP: At this step, we need to correctly map the DUTA implementation (faithful to the \(\mathcal{G}^\text{ens}\) semantics [18], [20]) to BIP. The main difficulty here is the fact that BIP does not use shared variables and rather relies on local variables and connectors. When taking a rendezvous interaction involving \(n\) ports \(p_1 \ldots p_n\), the operations on the edges labeled with such ports are executed one after another in one atomic sequence. For instance, in listing 7 when the only possible interaction in connector rv is taken (line 5), the operations associated with the edges labeled with ports mm (in \(M\), \(p\) (in Measure) and \(p\) (in Connect)) are executed one after another (in no predefined order). Within this sequence, value-passing operations (using the keywords up and down) may be inserted to propagate the changes made to local variables in one component to variables in other components in a typical data flow à la process calculi. For readability and space, we present a generic solution where value-passing is implicit (without up and down operations). Such solution entails (i) duplicating shared variables within each DUTA as local ones and (ii) adding rendezvous connectors to propagate any change made to a local variable in one DUTA to the local variables having the same name in all other DUTA.

Let us illustrate with an example. In the DUTA implementation, \(M\) and the activities Measure and Connect share the variables run, \(i\) and \(\Pi\) (Figures 5 and 6). We proceed as described in the generic solution above. Firstly, each of the atom components \(M\), Measure and Connect will have run, \(i\) and \(\Pi\) as local variables, that we make sure are equal at the initial global state of the system. For that, we simply initialize each local duplicate variable \(v\) (within the “\text{initial to}” statement of its BIP atom component) of each global variable \(v \in U_s\) (in the original DUTA composition) to \(\Theta(v)\) (Sect. III-B1). Listing 6 shows how we guarantee \(i\) is equal to 0 in all atom components \(M\), Measure and Connect (of
types \textit{ma}, \textit{measure} and \textit{connect}, respectively) at the initial global state of the system.

Consequently, combining the proper initialization (as shown in listing 6 for variables \textit{i}) and propagation of side effects of each operation (as shown for that on \textit{manage} \rightarrow \textit{manage} in Fig. 7), we guarantee that, at any global state of the system, local duplicates (in different atom components) of an originally shared variable (in the underlying DUTA implementation) have equal values. Listing 7 shows how to declare the type of connector \textit{rv} (Fig. 7) and the instantiation code in BIP, given that ports \textit{p} and components \textit{M}, \textit{Measure} and \textit{Connect} are previously instantiated from their types (see definition of atom/port types in Sect. II-A).

Listing 7: Connector \textit{rv} (Fig. 7) type and instantiation

3) Soundness: The mechanism shown above (correct initialization + side-effect propagation) guarantees a strict equivalence between the DUTA implementation and its BIP counterpart. This may be proven using timed bisimulation in the style of \cite{18} (with the difference that it is a strong bisimulation here). For readability and space, we only give a sketch of such proof, restricted to one component with one execution task. Hereafter, an action is a time progress or discrete transition in the timed transition system giving the semantics of the DUTA implementation or the BIP model (since both are DUTA-based, such semantics are similar). A time action corresponds to an arbitrary evolution of time in the system. A discrete action in the DUTA implementation (resp. BIP model) is, by abuse of notation, an edge in a DUTA (resp. an interaction). Each (edge) action in the DUTA implementation corresponds to an (interaction) action in the BIP model: it is the interaction synchronizing the same edge with other edges in the BIP model (in order to propagate side effects on shared variables), and vice versa (the “corresponds to” is symmetric). For instance, in Fig. 7 the (edge) action in the DUTA implementation \textit{manage} \rightarrow \textit{manage} (in DUTA \textit{M}) corresponds to the sole interaction defined by connector \textit{rv}, and conversely.

Let \( \Phi \) (resp. \( \Psi \)) be the (global) timed transition system representing the semantics of the DUTA implementation (resp. the BIP translation) of some component \textit{Comp} with one execution task (see the generic definitions in Sect. III-B1a and Sect. III-B1b). Each state of \( \Phi \) (resp. \( \Psi \)) will then be of the form \((L, V)\) (resp. \((L, V)\)) where \(L\) (resp. \(L\)) contains the current location of each DUTA (resp. atom component) as well as the current value of each variable in the composition, and \(V\) (resp. \(V\)) the valuations of all clocks. The main difference between the representation of states in \( \Phi \) and \( \Psi \) is the fact that \(L\) gives the valuations of global variables in \( \Phi \) while \(L\) gives those of local variables in \( \Psi \). For instance, if \((L_0, V_0)\) (resp. \((L_0, V_0)\)) is the initial state of \( \Phi \) (resp. \( \Psi \)), then while \(L_0\) contains the initial valuation of \(e.g.\) \(L_0\) contains the initial valuation of \(\Pi M\), the duplicate of \(\Pi\) with one edge to the manager \(M\) and, for each activity \(A_i\), the initial valuation of \(\Pi A_i\), the
duplicate of \( \Pi \) local to \( A_i \). To simplify the explanation, we group the (local) duplicates of each (originally global) variable \( u \) in a set \( u' \). For instance, if we reuse the example of initial states and variable \( \Pi, L_0 \) contains the valuations of variables in the set \( \Pi' = \{ \Pi_{g_1}, \Pi_{a_1}, \ldots, \Pi_{a_n} \} \).

Now, it is sufficient to say that a state in \( \Phi \) and a state in \( \Psi \) are bisimilar iff (i) the current location of each DUTA (given by \( L \) and its BIP atom component counterpart (given by \( \mathcal{L} \)) are equal, (ii) the valuation of each local variable in each set \( u' \) (given by \( \mathcal{L} \)) is equal to the valuation of the global variable \( u \) (given by \( L \)) and (iii) the valuation of each clock in each DUTA (given by \( V \)) is equal to the valuation of the clock of the corresponding BIP atom component (given by \( \mathcal{V} \)).

Thanks to the proper initialization mechanism (as exemplified in listing 6), and the fact that all clocks start at zero, we may easily see that \((L_0, V_0)\) and \((L_0, V_0')\) are bisimilar. Now, we need to ensure that for any pair of bisimilar states \((L, V)\) in \( \Phi \) and \((L', V')\) in \( \Psi \), if we take whatever discrete (resp. time progress) action from \((L, V)\) to reach a state \((L', V')\) (resp. \((L', V')\)), taking the corresponding action from \((\mathcal{L}, \mathcal{V})\) would lead to state \((\mathcal{L}', \mathcal{V}')\) (resp. \((\mathcal{L}, \mathcal{V})'\)) such that \((\mathcal{L}', \mathcal{V}')\) and \((\mathcal{L}, \mathcal{V})'\) are bisimilar \((\Psi \text { simulates } \Phi)\) and vice versa \((\Phi \text { simulates } \Psi)\).

For discrete actions, thanks to the propagation mechanism (as exemplified in Fig. [7]), we can easily see that taking any edge in the DUTA implementation and its corresponding interaction in the BIP model, along which we ensure all duplicates of affected shared variables are updated, would result in states where each global variable \( u \) (in the DUTA implementation) is equal to each duplicate of \( u \) (in the BIP model). That is, if a discrete action (an edge) is taken from a state \((L, V)\) in the DUTA implementation, and its corresponding action (the corresponding BIP interaction) is taken from a state \((\mathcal{L}, \mathcal{V})\) in the BIP model (with \((L, V)\) and \((\mathcal{L}, \mathcal{V})\) bisimilar), to reach, respectively, \((L', V)\) and \((\mathcal{L}', \mathcal{V})\), then the valuation of each variable \( u \) given by \( L' \) is equal to the valuation of each element of \( u' \) given by \( \mathcal{L}' \). Additionally, the location of each DUTA after taking the action, given by \( L' \), is the same for its BIP atom component counterpart, given by \( \mathcal{L}' \), as the translation does not bring any change to this aspect (the edges added for propagating side-effects are self-loops, e.g. the red edges in Fig. [7]). Which means that \( L' \) and \( \mathcal{L}' \) respect the bisimilarity condition, and thus \((L', V)\) and \((\mathcal{L}', \mathcal{V})\) are bisimilar.

For time actions, the translation does not affect any timing constraint between the DUTA implementation and the BIP model: (i) clock constraints are not modified and (ii) the added edges to propagate side-effects are not \( \psi \) and have no clock constraints, which means they have no time-related effect on the interactions in which they take place. We may thus prove with no particular difficulty that taking a time action from \((L, V)\) (in \( \Phi \)) to reach \((L', V')\), and the same action (same time progress) from \((\mathcal{L}, \mathcal{V})\) (in \( \Psi \)) to reach \((\mathcal{L}', \mathcal{V}')\), would result in \((L', V')\) and \((\mathcal{L}', \mathcal{V}')\) being bisimilar. Thus, combining the proof on the discrete actions and that on the time actions, we conclude that \( \Psi \) simulates \( \Phi \). Finally, we follow the same steps to prove that \( \Phi \) simulates \( \Psi \), and thus prove (strong) bisimilarity between \( \Phi \) and \( \Psi \) under both types of actions.

4) Extending to Runtime: At this stage, we have a sound translation from \( G_{en}M3 \) to BIP. However, both DUTA and BIP models are “off-line”: codels are not executed. Rather, the execution of a codel \( c \) is emulated as a time progress comprised between zero (excluded) and the WCET of \( c \) reflected by an invariant and \( x > 0 \) guards. Moreover, the offline model may be non-deterministic: when a codel \( c \) has more than one successor, there is an edge from location \( c \) \((c_{exec} \text { if } c \text { is TU})\) to each location \( c' \) mapping a codel \( c' \) successor of \( c \) in the \( G_{en}M3 \) specification. Both of these aspects, retrieved from Definition [7] and explained in Sect. [III-B], can also be seen in the BIP model (see e.g. location \( get \) in Fig. [7]). Yet, the models we aim to generate will be run, on the real robot, by the BIP Engine (Sect.II-A). We may then execute the real C code attached to codels which, we recall, we refer to simply as executing codels (Sect. II-B). It follows that we need to extend the model to take into account such concrete execution.

First, we need to remove non-determinism. When a \( G_{en}M3 \) activity is executed, any non-determinism within is resolved: when a codel has more than one successor, its concrete execution returns the codel to execute next (among the successors defined by the transitions in the \( G_{en}M3 \) specification). For any codel \( c \) with more than one successor, we need thus an intermediate location \( c_{test} \) to decide which codel to execute next according to the return value of the execution of \( c \). If \( c \) is TS (resp. TU), the edges from location \( c \) (resp. \( c_{exec} \)) to each location \( c' \) (of each successor \( c' \)) in the offline model are then replaced by one edge from \( c \) (resp. \( c_{exec} \)) to \( c_{test} \), on which codel \( c \) is executed, plus \( \xi \) edges, guarded with an equality between the return value of the execution and \( c' \), between \( c_{test} \) and each \( c' \). Second, we need to replace the “emulation” of execution time by a timing constraint on the concrete execution of the codel. Since the concrete execution is done on an edge/interaction rather than in a location, we use the BIP construct \( \text{resume()} \) to define such constraint. Let us illustrate how this is done for activity Measure (Fig. [7]).

Without details on other operations and guards (previously explained for the DUTA implementation and its BIP counterpart), and with a simplified version of codels names (without activities subscripts), listing [8] shows the (extended model) of the header of the BIP atom component for activity Measure as well as the behavior of the TS codel get. The extension for the latter is comprised between lines 16 and 30. Notice how, to remove non-determinism, intermediary location \( get_{test} \) is added. On the edge \( get \rightarrow get_{test} \) (lines 16 to 20), the concrete execution of codel \( get \) takes place (line 19). Then, once \( get_{test} \) is reached, it is urgently left to reach either \( get\_pause \) or \( get\_ether \), depending on the return value of the concrete execution (lines 22 to 30). Dually, there is no more an invariant at location \( get \) and a guard \( x > 0 \) on its outgoing edge(s) (Fig. [7]). Instead, the outgoing edge of \( get \) is \( \xi \) (keyword eager, to start the execution immediately, line 18) and the \( \text{resume}(x \leq 2) \) statement (line 20) checks whether the concrete execution of the edge operations (i.e. executing codel get in this case, line 19) takes no longer than 2 time units, that is the WCET of \( get \) (we recall that clock \( x \) is reset when reaching \( get \) according to Definition [7]. If the timing constraint of \( \text{resume()} \) is violated,
the Engine detects it (example in Sect. I-V).

Listing 8: Codel execution in BIP (activity Measure, Fig. 6).

5) Automatic synthesis: After developing our sound translation and extending it to runtime, we need to automate it to reach our goal of a sound and automatic translation from the specification, Sect. II-B3, to BIP. Automation is very important as it allows to obtain the BIP counterpart from any specification, while sheathing the translation details to the robotic programmer. Listing 9 shows an example of how such automation is achieved using the template mechanism (introduced in Sect. II-B2). It is an excerpt that generates the locations of the DUTA of a codel (excluding ether) a location with the same name (line 8), and an additional location \( c_{exec} \) (resp. \( c_{pause} \)) iff codel \( c \) is TU, line 9 (resp. TS targeted by a pause transition, line 10 to 12), with any TU codel \( c \) recognized through the non emptiness of the list of all codels in conflict with \( c \), returned by the \( mutex \) function (line 9). Finally, if codel \( c \) has more than one successor (line 13), an additional location \( c_{test} \) is generated for concrete execution purposes (Sect. III-B4).

Listing 9: Automatic generation of locations (for activity \( a \))

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

We generate automatically the BIP model of our autonomous navigation case study (Sect. III-B3), using the template developed in Sect. II. We add, to the generated model, a monitor to verify a crucial timed property, and properly react to its possible violation online. The experiments, publicly available as videos (see Artefacts below), are carried out in simulation and on the real Robotnik platform.

A. Properties of interest

In laser-based navigation, failure to use updated LRF data during motion may lead to collision with obstacles which could damage the robot or injure humans. An important property to verify is thus “always getting new laser data in a bounded amount of time when the robot is moving”. That is, each time port Laser (LASERDRIVER, Fig. 3, Sect. II-B3) is written, it will be rewritten before a timeout occurs, which means that there must be a maximum amount of time separating any two successive writes on the port. This is a bounded response property, the violation of which means that there is a serious problem such as a starvation phenomenon (a codel is waiting forever to get access to the port it writes) or a sensor defect. The robot must thus urgently stop moving and abandon its mission. We also visualize the violation of timing constraints extracted from the specification, mainly the WCET of codels.

B. RV with BIP

After we generate the runtime BIP model, we augment it with a monitor to verify the bounded response property. First, we create a BIP atom monitor which verifies online the correctness of the property (listing 10). Starting to move is captured via port go. Port scan corresponds to the event of writing (the \( \mathcal{G}^{\text{enu}} \mathcal{M}^3 \) port Laser) within the constant timeout. Port report
corresponds to detecting the violation of the property. Finally, port \( \text{finish} \) is triggered when the motion ends (goal reached, invalid, unreachable). It follows that location \( \text{idle} \) (resp. \( \text{busy} \)) corresponds to the robot at rest (resp. at motion), that is (respect. one) instance of activity \( \text{GotoPosition} \) (NAVIGATION, Fig. 5) is being executed. Notice the non-determinism at \( \text{busy} \) when \( x \leq \text{timeout} \) (lines 15 to 24) with no real impact on the desired behavior (if \( \text{scan} \) is triggered first when both \( \text{scan} \) and \( \text{finish} \) are possible, \( \text{finish} \) will follow immediately anyway).

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & \quad \text{atom type monitor()} \\
3 & \quad \text{clock x unit millisecond} \\
4 & \quad \text{export port Basic scan(), report(), go(), finish()} \\
6 & \quad \text{state idle, busy} \\
8 & \quad \text{initial to idle} \\
10 & \quad \text{on go} \\
11 & \quad \text{from idle to busy} \\
12 & \quad \text{eager} \\
13 & \quad \text{do \( (x=0;) \)} \\
15 & \quad \text{on scan} \\
16 & \quad \text{from busy to busy} \\
17 & \quad \text{provided \( (x \leq \text{timeout}) \)} \\
18 & \quad \text{eager} \\
19 & \quad \text{do \( (x=0;) \)} \\
21 & \quad \text{on finish} \\
22 & \quad \text{from busy to idle} \\
23 & \quad \text{provided \( (x \leq \text{timeout}) \)} \\
24 & \quad \text{eager} \\
26 & \quad \text{on report} \\
27 & \quad \text{from busy to idle} \\
28 & \quad \text{provided \( (x > \text{timeout}) \)} \\
29 & \quad \text{eager} \\
31 & \quad \text{end}
\end{align*}
\]

Listing 10: The monitor atom type

Second, we need to create connectors that link ports automatically generated in the model with the ports of the atom \text{monitor} so they correspond to the wanted events as explained above. We make sure this “connection” between the monitor and the generated model is \textit{non invasive}, that is the monitor does not modify (only observes) the events of the underlying model unless the priority is violated (at which point it intervenes to stop the robot). We will see how this works for ports \text{scan} and \text{report}, for instance. The event that \text{scan} corresponds to is writing the port \text{Laser}. We need thus a connector that involves both \text{scan} and the connector within the compound \text{laserdriver} (generated from the \text{G\text{\textsuperscript{m}3}} component \text{LASERDRIVER}, Fig. 5) that corresponds to writing the \text{G\text{\textsuperscript{m}3}} port \text{Laser}. This connector is defined as \text{Write_Laser}. Now, we create a broadcast connector involving both parties as follows:

```c
connector br2 Scan_OK (LaserDriver.Write_Laser, Monitor.scan)
```

Where \( br2 \) is a broadcast connector type with two ports (the first is the sender), \text{Monitor} an instance of atom \text{monitor} and \text{LaserDriver} an instance of \text{laserdriver}. Using a broadcast ensures the monitor’s “non-invasive” feature described above: writing the laser must remain possible even when the robot is not moving, as allowed by the \text{G\text{\textsuperscript{m}3}} model. When the robot is moving, the maximal interaction (involving both the sender and the receiver) is guaranteed by the BIP Engine.

Now, port \text{report} in the monitor must correspond to the action to take if the property is violated, \text{i.e.} to urgently stop the robot. To do so, we couple triggering \text{report} with the generation of a request to activity \text{Stop} (component \text{SAFETYPILOT}). This is because activity \text{Stop} interrupts activity \text{StopIfObstacle} in the same component, the codal stop of which writes a null speed to its \text{Cmd} (\text{G\text{\textsuperscript{m}3}}) port (which makes the robot stop moving when applied by \text{ROBOTDRIVER}, Fig. 3 Sect. [I-B3]). The port triggering the behavior following a \text{Stop} request in the compound \text{saftypilot} (generated automatically from the \text{G\text{\textsuperscript{m}3}} component \text{SAFETYPILOT}) is defined as \text{Rq\_Stop}. We need thus to create a rendezvous connector involving \text{report} (from the monitor) and \text{Rq\_Stop}:

```c
connector sync2 Scan_Fail (SafetyPilot.Rq_Stop, Monitor.report)
```

Where \text{sync2} is a two-port rendezvous connector type and \text{SafetyPilot} an instance of \text{saftypilot}. Alternatively, we may send a request \text{Stop} in component \text{NAVIGATION}, which will interrupt activity \text{GotoPosition} and eventually entail writing a null speed to the \text{Cmd} (\text{G\text{\textsuperscript{m}3}}) port of \text{SAFETYPILOT}. The BIP model (including the monitor) is now ready for execution and RV (including proper reaction to the possible violation of the timed property of interest). We set the timeout to 100 ms, which is the period of \text{POTENTIALFIELD} (in charge of potential-field navigation). The robot fulfills its missions correctly. We inject then some delays: we (i) create an activity \text{SetDelay} in the \text{G\text{\textsuperscript{m}3}} component \text{LASERDRIVER} which uses a \text{usleep()} function in order to delay writings to port \text{Laser}, (ii) visualize how the monitor intervenes to stop the robot quickly. We may see within the execution trace that the Engine forces taking connector \text{Scan\_Fail}, which results in executing codal stop of activity \text{StopIfObstacle} (\text{SAFETYPILOT}), and therefore a zero speed is sent to the controller as shown in the listing below.

```
[BIP ENGINE]: state #165351: 1 interaction:
[BIP ENGINE]: [0] ROOT.Scan_Fail: SafetyPilot.Rq_Stop()
[BIP ENGINE]: Monitor.report() \{ 26s591ms324us108ns, -INF\} 
[BIP ENGINE]: \text{--Choose \{0\} ROOT.Scan_Fail: SafetyPilot.Rq_Stop()} Monitor.report() at global time
[BIP ENGINE]: 26s591ms324us108ns

...[GenoM3] SafetyPilot Calling 
SafetyPilot\_activity\_StopIfObstacle\_stop codal.
SafetyPilot\_activity\_StopIfObstacle\_stop codal with::SafetyPilot::ether.
```

While tuning the timeout, we realize that a constraint as small as 40 ms is too strict as the monitor stops the robot too often. This observation allowed us to reconsider the 40 ms period that we give to \text{SafetyPilot} (which also relies on the LRF). The BIP Engine allows us also to further tune codels WCETs, as it issues a warning whenever a \text{resume()} constraint (Sect. [II-B3]) is violated. Below is a warning issued by the Engine pointing out that a \text{resume} within component \text{init} in the compound instance \text{PotentialField} (mapping activity \text{init} in the \text{G\text{\textsuperscript{m}3}} component \text{POTENTIALFIELD}) is violated. The messages given by \text{G\text{\textsuperscript{m}3}} help localizing where the violation occurred (in this example, the WCET of codel start).

```
[GenoM3] PotentialField Calling 
PotentialField\_activity\_Init\_start codel.
[GenoM3] PotentialField Exiting 
PotentialField\_activity\_Init\_start codel with::PotentialField::ether.
[BIP ENGINE]: WARNING: state: #990817 and global time
1ms3s229ms653us976ns: violation of the following timing constraint ROOT.PotentialField.init:
[BIP ENGINE]: ROOT.PotentialField.init resume \{ -INF\,
1ms3s229ms653us282ns\}
```

\textbf{Artifacts:} Link \[I\] directs to three videos of our experiments. One video shows the full automatic generation process. The other two show the RV: one using the Gazebo simulator and
the other on the Robotnik platform. In the former (resp. the latter), the BIP Engine interrupts activity \texttt{StopIfObstacle} in \texttt{SAFETYPILOT} (resp. \texttt{GotoPosition} in \texttt{NAVIGATION}) in order to stop the robot (by executing codel \texttt{stop} of \texttt{StopIfObstacle}, resp. \texttt{GotoPosition}) following injected delays through \texttt{SetDelay} requests. A README file is provided for further details.

C. Discussion

We manage to verify online a crucial bounded response property and adequately react to its violation, as well as to monitor timing constraints related to concrete execution of codels, on the real robotic platform. Execution and RV with the BIP Engine offer a rigorous and efficient alternative to exhaustive techniques such as model checking. Indeed, the formal models obtained from our case study are too large to scale with tools such as TINA and UPPAAL, as we confirm when we generate them using the templates developed in \cite{17} and \cite{20}. To give an idea on the size of formal models of our case study, the automatically generated BIP model is over 13 thousand lines (excluding codels C code) and its compilation takes over 20 minutes on a modern computer.

However, the BIP Engine induces, in this application, up to 10% overhead (processor load), which creates delays that may play a role in reaching the timeout and thus violating the bounded response property. Such overhead also prevents us from applying the approach in this paper to robotic applications running at high frequencies such as the drone navigation presented in \cite{14}. Another issue is that the monitor is added manually to the generated BIP model, which threatens the usability of our approach by a regular robotic engineer. Some future directions to solve the above issues are given in Sect. \textit{V}.

V. RELATED WORK

A. RV in Robotics

The literature of RV of functional robotic components is relatively rich. For instance, the Java PathExplorer tool \cite{24} is used with the NASA robot K9 case study. Important LTL and concurrency-related properties (such as deadlock freedom) are verified at runtime. ROSRV \cite{25}, an RV environment for ROS-based robotic systems, is another related work. It adds a monitoring layer on top of the ROS components to restrict the execution to scenarios satisfying security and safety properties. A more recent example is found in \cite{30}, where past-time LTL (available since \cite{29}) is used to formulate properties of a collision avoidance algorithm, which are then checked online by monitors based on (untimed) FSM models. \textit{Fault Detection, Isolation and Recovery} (FDIR) approaches are also related works when RV is employed to perform fault detection. In particular, BIP has been used to develop FDIR components to detect and recover from time-related faults in aerospace robotics \cite{33}, \cite{32}.

Globally, RV in robotics suffers from two major limitations. Firstly, it is mostly restricted to temporal and safety properties (no verification of timed properties), which is the case in all the related work above (except the FDIR ones). This problem is not intrinsic to RV, as RV theories for timed properties have significantly progressed in the last decade \cite{7}. Rather, the application of such theories in the robotic domain is timid as of today. Secondly, as emphasized in Sect. \textit{I} robotic functional components are mostly specified in non formal frameworks. In all the related work above, the authors generate the (formal) monitors that they link to (non formal) specifications, which raises a number of concerns. For instance, it is difficult to reason on the trustworthiness of the overall approach (i.e. to know at what point we can trust the non-formal specifications, and consequently trust the whole system). Moreover, this heterogeneity leads to performance issues that are more perceptible than those that we report here where the model (including the monitor), the executer and the verifier are all in BIP. As an example, the authors of \cite{24} notice a slowdown by an order of magnitude (compared to 10% of overhead in our case) due to the fact that the monitors and the logic Engine (to check the properties) are written in two different languages, respectively Java and Maude \cite{9}.

Recent works in \cite{10}, \cite{13}, \cite{11} are a notable exception to the above limitations. However, their approach requires encoding robotic specifications in the formal language P \cite{12}, whereas we favor increasing usability by robotic programmers by automatically and transparently bridging a robotic framework (G\textsuperscript{en}b\textsuperscript{M3}) with a timed formal language (BIP).

B. Verification Works Involving G\textsuperscript{en}b\textsuperscript{M3}

Recent works involving G\textsuperscript{en}b\textsuperscript{M3} include automatic translation and verification of functional components using model checking and SMC \cite{17}, \cite{20}, \cite{19}, \cite{16}. The formal models of the case study we present here are too large to scale with model checking. Furthermore, as we conclude in \cite{29}, SMC raises an open confidence problem (it is hard to set the probability at which we deem the properties “sufficiently” satisfied).

When it comes to RV, works like \cite{3} use the untimed version of BIP to model and verify functional components written in G\textsuperscript{en}b\textsuperscript{M2} (an earlier version of G\textsuperscript{en}b\textsuperscript{M}). None of such works escapes the two limitations explained in Sect. \textit{I-A}: (i) no timed properties could be verified (due to the untimed nature of BIP then) and (ii) it is not possible to verify the soundness of the BIP models (vis-à-vis their robotic counterpart) due to the absence of operational semantics of G\textsuperscript{en}b\textsuperscript{M2}.

C. Our Contribution

The work we present here tackles both limitations of RV in robotics (Sect. \textit{I-A}): (i) runtime models are formal, with the BIP model faithful to the semantics of the robotic specification and (ii) timed properties are supported, with appropriate actions whenever they are violated. Furthermore, the translation from G\textsuperscript{en}b\textsuperscript{M3} to BIP is automated. We offer therefore a trustworthy and efficient alternative to model checking for large models, with a support for timed properties. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work where both execution and RV of timed properties, based on formal foundations, are directly accessible from a mainstream robotic framework.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a sound and automatic translation from the robotic framework G\textsuperscript{en}b\textsuperscript{M3} to the real-time formal language BIP. The approach is convenient to robotic programmers with no formal background as it conceals the translation
details and provides the BIP model for any new robotic application with no additional modeling efforts. The BIP model of a real-world case study is generated and executed, using the BIP Engine, on the robotic platform. Orchestration with a monitor, the generated BIP model is used to verify a crucial timed property (bounded response) at runtime and properly react to its violation, on a model that originally does not scale with model checking.

We give two directions of future work. First, though acceptable compared to that reported in related work, the 10% overhead of the BIP Engine introduces unpredictable delays (Sect. [IV-C]). For future work, we plan to investigate further the sources of such overhead in order to try and reduce it. Second, the manual encoding of BIP monitors is unsuitable for robotic programmers (Sect. [IV-C]). In the future, we aim to extend the BIP template to generate, from a $G^{rm M3}$ specification and a (possibly timed) property, an equivalent BIP model including the property monitor. However, we first need a high-level, preferably robotic-friendly language, where the robotic engine can express the properties of interest. Once such a language is defined, we may benefit from theoretical results on generating timed automata monitors from property specifications [28], [34].
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